Freestyle Key Committee – 27th April 2020
___________________________________________________________________
Please reply to;
martin.carr@freestylesnowsports.co.uk
www.freestylesnowsports.co.uk
___________________________________________________________________

A.

Those present: Martin Carr, Ian Findlay, Ian Danby, Ania Wasielewska, Jeff Blackburn

B.

Standing Orders: Declaration of interests, Struck off directors, Safeguarding

1. UK Comps – There is ongoing discussions with MK about the flexibility of when a
competition can be run. At the moment we have done all we can do in regard to planning.
Other matters relate to actually timetable when a date for the event is known. Given the
current uncertainty around COVID-19 we will have to wait until guidelines for such events
have been created. Furthermore, even if events can happen at some point in the near
future, albeit with some changes, there is then the matter of people who may decide not to
attend such events in the near future; which may make such an event not viable.
2. Courses – same comments as above
3. Training camps – Again similar comments, but with the added complexity of rules of
different countries. Few will embark on international travel if they may get stuck somewhere
or have to spend 14 days at home on their return.
4. Selections – This was covered in the last meeting. There are no athletes that we are aware of
that have missed out being selected for the England Squad this year. Those who are
currently in it will be automatically re-selected for another year.
5. Next meeting – There is little point having meetings with little to discuss only defer until
further information and guidelines are available. Based on the current information we
believe there will be more movement on this towards the end of June, so that is the current
plan for the next meeting. However, this may be put back or brought forward as events
unfold.
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